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Who uses research in the UK Parliament?

House of Commons
Select Committees

House of Lords
Select Committees

House of Commons Library

House of Lords Library

Legislation – particularly Public Bill Committees
POST
MPs’ researchers

Peers’ researchers

All Party Parliamentary Groups
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Role of Research in Parliament
• Wide interpretation of the term “research”
– However, research is considered to be useful for parliamentary work

• Types of research used
– Statistics
– Expert opinion
– Libraries / external orgs / individuals / government depts / academia

• Not-for-profit organisations dominate
– Higher education sector represented much less well (Select Committees & Public Bill
Committees)

• Factors limiting use of academic research
– Lack of accessibility / Poor presentation & communication / Limited relevance
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Kenny C et al. Role of Research in the UK Parliament: https://www.parliament.uk/documents/post/The-Role-of-Research-in-the-UK-Parliament.pdf

Academic research in Parliament
• Better communication and presentation of research
– Role for knowledge brokers

• Understanding of, and engagement in, parliamentary processes
– Training, case studies, outreach

• Provision of relevant research
– Communicate needs better to academic community

• Enhance credibility
– Ways of appraising research evidence
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Establishing POST in Parliament

• Science advice office for Parliament first suggested:
1980s
• POST launched with charitable funding: 1989
• POST adopted as Parliamentary body: 1992
• Fully funded by Parliament
• POST made a permanent body: 2001
“An office of both Houses of Parliament, providing
independent and balanced analysis of public policy
issues that have a basis in science and technology.”

16 January, 2019
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POST at 30
• Bridging research and policy
• Science in the broadest sense of the word
• To ensure that the best available research evidence feeds into the legislative
process and scrutiny of Government

16 January, 2019
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POST’s research teams

Biological
sciences and
health

Physical
sciences and
computing

Energy and
environment

Social
sciences

What POST does

• Partnering with academia and industry to ensure the best available evidence is
incorporated into policy
• Organising horizon scanning to identify future trends and developments
• Synthesising research evidence into summaries accessible to parliamentarians
• Training the next generations of policy-makers and policy-wise researchers

16 January, 2019
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What POST does: activities
• Horizon scanning
– POSTnotes

• Reactive advice to Committees and the Libraries
– POSTbriefs
– Ad hoc assistance

• Knowledge Exchange – external to Parliament
– Brokering service – academia, industry, learned societies
– Training and informing
– Widening participation

• Knowledge Exchange – internal to Parliament
– Embedding research evidence use & appraisal
– Events

• Training
– POST Fellowships
– Academic Fellowships
16 January, 2019
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Developing our service to Parliament

• (Long reports)
• POSTnotes
–
–
–
–

4 pages
independent
impartial
written for Parliamentarians

• (POSTboxes)
• POSTbriefs
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Horizon scanning

POSTnotes
•

Primary, flagship product

•

Topics: less evidence, more controversial, developing
areas

Number 575 May 2018

•

Horizon scanning (1 year)

•

Interviews to support literature (more grey, less
primary/secondary)

•

4 pages at present

•

Chosen/prioritised by POST Board

•

Main customers: all internal & external

•

Extensive peer review

Fire Safety of Construction Products
Overview

Fires at Grenfell Tower and other tower blocks
have raised questions about how construction
products affect the severity and spread of fires.
This briefing considers how the fire safety of
construction products is regulated, how
products are tested and classified, and
challenges for product testing and the Building
Regulations more widely.

Background

16 January, 2019

In England, from April 2016 to March 2017, fire services
attended approximately 162,000 fires that led to 261 deaths
and around 7,100 casualties.1 Most of these fatalities
occurred in dwellings (82%) and were accidental. Deaths
were mainly due to being overcome by smoke or gas (38%),
burns (25%), or a combination of both (16%).1 Misuse of
appliances or equipment caused 35% of accidental dwelling
fires.1 If a fire occurs, some groups may be at higher risk. 2 A
Government analysis has identified older people, people
with disabilities, those living in single parent households,
males aged 46–60 years who live alone and drink and
smoke in the home, and young people aged 16–24 years
(including students), as some of the groups at greater risk of
dying in fires.3 There has been an overall decline in dwelling
fire-related fatalities since the 1980’s, attributed in part to
changing habits (e.g. greater smoke alarm use), improved
safety standards, and fire prevention initiatives, among other
factors.4
According to industry estimates, the use of plastics in the
construction and renovation of buildings has more than
doubled in the last 30 years in Western Europe. 5 This has
been driven by the availability of new materials, changes to
the regulatory requirements for buildings to have better
thermal insulation, and other factors.6-9 Plastic-based
construction products (items manufactured for permanent
incorporation into a building or other construction) can be
inexpensive, durable, insulating, light-weight and easy to
manufacture and install.10-12 They can, like other
combustible materials, catch fire under certain

 The fire performance of construction
products is assessed using standard tests,
including for combustibility, flame spread
and fire resistance.
 Official guidance states the class of product
permitted in different situations.
 Compliance with the Building Regulations is
demonstrated by following the guidance or
via a bespoke assessment.
 Issues include: the lack of clarity of the
regulations, guidance, roles and
responsibilities; the use of certain
assessments for assemblies of multiple
products; and inadequate means of
ensuring competence and oversight of work.
conditions.13-16 Examples include: polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
window frames, polyethylene roof membranes, foam
insulation and polyethylene-core aluminium composite
cladding.17
Fires at Grenfell Tower (2017), Lakanal House (2009), and
other residential tower blocks have increased scrutiny of the
use of construction products.18-23 After the Grenfell Tower
fire, the Government established an expert panel to advise
on immediate action needed to make buildings safe and
announced an Independent Review of Building Regulations
and Fire Safety in England and Wales (see Commons
Library Briefing 8305).24-26 The review, led by Dame Judith
Hackitt, published an interim report in December 2017 and a
final report in May 2018.27,28 In Wales, a Fire Safety
Advisory Group was established to advise the Welsh
Government.29,30 A Ministerial Working Group was set up to
review building and fire safety in Scotland, 31 and an
Independent Reference Group was established to review
safety aspects of tower blocks in Northern Ireland.32
Many factors affect fire safety including building design,
choice and installation of construction products, building
contents (which commonly include combustible materials),
the use of appliances (such as electrical goods), and
occupants’ actions. This POSTnote focusses on
construction products and explores:
 making buildings fire safe through regulation, design and
the selection of construction products
 construction product testing and classification
 challenges with product tests and building regulations.
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Reactive advice to Committees and the Library

POSTbriefs
•

Topics: yield to systematic review and evidence synthesis

•

Responsive

•

Few, if any, interviews

•

Digital first

•

Primarily to support committee inquiries, secondarily to
support library sections

•

Main customers: committees

•

Academic-style peer review

16 January, 2019
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Strategic evidence review
Define main
question

Define subquestions

Systematic
search

Methodological
appropriateness

Quality

Synthesise
findings
16 January, 2019
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Knowledge Exchange Unit
Supporting the exchange of information and expertise between researchers and the UK
Parliament
• Contact, advice and training for academics, including regional event series
• Facilitating and strengthening engagement between UK Parliament and diverse groups of
researchers
• Twitter (@UKParl_Research)
• Link to Universities Policy Engagement Network (@policyUPEN)
• Single points of contact established in IBM, BT, ARM

• Online resources: www.parliament.uk/research-impact
• Liaison with Research England on REF and KEF
• Academic Fellowships at UK Parliament
16 January, 2019
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www.parliament.uk/research-impact
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September 2018

Research Impact and Legislatures
Overview

The Research Excellence Framework (REF) is
the UK’s system for assessing the quality of
research in UK higher education institutions. REF
includes assessment of three elements: the
quality of academic outputs; their impact beyond
academia; and the institutional environment that
supports research. This briefing provides an
overview of research impact in legislatures and
was written to inform the work of the four UK
higher education funding bodies in developing
assessment criteria for the next REF in 2021.

Background

How do legislatures use research?

Research that is relevant, credible, and independent is
essential for good scrutiny and debate. It is used by different
people across legislatures and for many purposes including
select committee work, constituents’ enquiries, and
preparing for debates. This briefing describes the work of
legislatures and the ways that research is used. It gives
examples of research impact and suggests evidence that
can be used to demonstrate impact on legislatures. It is
based on a 2017 study of the use of research in the UK
Parliament,1 analysis of impact case studies from REF2014
and the perspectives of staff working in research and
information services in the UK Parliament, Scottish
Parliament, Welsh Assembly and Northern Ireland
Assembly.

Many types and sources of evidence are essential for good
scrutiny and debate.2 This includes statistics and data,
information from think tanks or lobbyists, frontline
practitioners’ knowledge, public consultations as well as
research-based evidence.

The work of legislatures

16 January, 2019

 Substantive engagement with the UK
Parliament was mentioned in 20% of
REF2014 impact case studies.
 Research can feed in through direct and
indirect routes and can be actively sought
out or sent in proactively by external
organisations.
 Impacts arising from engaging with
legislatures include influencing government
policy, external organisations, and
legislatures themselves (such as internal
processes and skills development).
 Research that provides a persuasive and
credible narrative on research impact is
more likely to have impact.
 Evidence of impact can include citations,
similarities in language, social media data,
minutes of meetings and co-produced
outputs that show a close working
relationship.

The legislatures of the UK are the UK Parliament in
Westminster, the Scottish Parliament, the Welsh Assembly,
and the Northern Ireland Assembly. Legislatures are distinct
from the government and one of their key functions is to
scrutinise government decisions and policies, its proposals
for legislation, and its budget. There are important
differences in procedures and terminology across the
legislatures of the UK, but many of the principles in dealing
with any UK legislature are similar.

There are different users of research in legislatures:
 Members of Parliaments or Assemblies (‘Members’)
 Staff employed directly by Members (‘Members’ staff’)
 Staff working in research units within political parties
 Legislature staff including those based on committees, in
libraries or research services, and in the Parliamentary
Office of Science and Technology (POST).
Research can be used to support Members’ work in
committees (such as ad hoc, standing, statutory, plenary,
bill – see Figure 1), in debates (such as in the chamber), in
Cross-Party or All-Party Parliamentary Groups (APPGs), in
support of constituents, when tabling questions to the
Government, or to help prepare for meetings or public
speeches.
Members work in a complex and fast-moving environment,
often experiencing information overload. They maybe
specialists in some areas and work as well-informed
generalists in others. They often need answers to specific
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POST’s international activities

Support for development of science advice services in other legislatures
• European Parliamentary Technology Assessment (EPTA) Network meetings
• Meeting with visiting ministers & legislators
• Previous projects with Parliaments in Malawi, Uganda and Kenya (exchange of
staff to share knowledge & develop skills)
• On-going collaborations with legislatures of Chile and Mexico
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Training

POST Fellowships:
PhD students
Run with Research Councils, learned societies and charities

Parliamentary Academic Fellowship Scheme:
Specific research projects issued by Parliament, or project proposed
by academic

House of Commons/PSA Academic Fellowship Scheme:
Senior political and social scientists researching Parliament
https://www.parliament.uk/academic-fellowships

16 January, 2019
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Contact us

Houses of Parliament
Westminster
SW1A 0AA
post@parliament.uk
+44 (0)20 7219 2840
@post_uk
parliament.uk/post
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